AGNI PURANAM.	8j
and two on Angiras (29—30). By mental intercourse they
gave birth to Devas, Nagas and others. I will now describe
the progeny of Dharrna begotten by him on his ten wives
(31). Vishwa gave birth to Vishwadevatas* Sadhya to
Sadhyas, Marut to Marutsf arid Vasu to Vasusf. The
Bhanus (suns) were the sons of Bh&nu and the deities
governing the moments of Muhurtha. Ghosa was begotten
by Dharma on Lamva and N§gavithi§ was born of Yami
(32—33). And all the objects of the world were born of
Arundhati. Sankalpa (pious determination) was born of
Sankalpa. The stars were the sons of the moon (34).
Apa> Dhruva, Soma, Dhara, Anila, Pratysusha and
Pravasa were the names of t%he eight Vasus (35).
The sons of Apa were Vaitanda, Shrama, Shanta and
Muni. Dhruva's son was K§la, the destroyer of the world
and Soma's son was Varchas (light) (36). Dhara's sons by
Manohara were UrSvina, Hutahavyavaha, Shishira, PrSoa and
Ramana (37). Anil's sons were Manojava (swift - as
thought) and Avijnitagati (unknowable motion). And
Agni's son Kumara was born in a clump of Sara reeds (38).
His sons were Sakha, Visakha, Naijameya and Pristhaja.
Kirtik^'s son was Kartikeya and theNascetic Sanatkutnar (39).
Pratyasa's son was Devala* Prbliasa's son was Vishwakarma.
He was the maker,of thousand arts for the celestials (40).
And men are now making their livelihood out of the arts
invented (by him). Kashyapa begat on learned Surabhi
eleven Rudras (41).
By the favour of Mahadeva whom she thought of in her
ascetic observances Sati gava birth to Ajaikada,  Hirbradhna,
		_       	»	
* A class of deities to whom daily offerings are to be made.
*(• Wind-gods.
J A kind of demi-god of whom eight are enumerated vis Dhava,
iDruva, Soma (moon), Vishnu, Anila (wind), Anala (fire) Prabbosa, and
Prabhava.
§ The milky way.

